An Examination of Air Pollution and Rates of Pulmonary and Cardiovascular Events for Traffic Dense Areas: A Spatial Analysis of the California Bay Area for 2012

Background
As California’s Bay Area population continues to grow from the technological boom, air quality is at risk due to the increase in traffic density. In order to combat poor air quality, the Bay Area Air Quality Management District issues Spare the Air Day alerts on days forecasted to have particularly unhealthy air quality measures for ozone or particulate matter. These alerts are meant to warn residents who are sensitive to poor air quality to remain indoors, restrict wood burning practices, and encourage Bay Area residents to drive less. From 2010 to 2015 there were a total of 140 Spare the Air Days in the Bay Area, this is up from 91 in the five years prior (2005-2010). This change speaks to the worsening air quality in the area.

There are several health concerns related to poor air quality, most notably, asthma attacks and acute cardiovascular events. Through spatial analysis researchers have found a connection between asthma rates, especially in children, and the distance of housing from highways. Furthermore, populations of lower socioeconomic status are found to be at an increased risk of exposure to poor air quality. This analysis seeks to descriptively map two specific relationships.

1. Is there an association between traffic density and cardiovascular events in the Bay Area?
2. Is there an association between traffic density and risk of asthmatic events in the Bay Area?

Due to the rapid changes to the urban landscape of the Greater Bay Area it is important to identify the geographic areas at high risk for these public health concerns early, before they become even worse.

Methodology
Data for this analysis was obtained from a variety of publicly available sources. Health outcome data for 2012 came from the California Department of Public Health. Traffic data and National Highway System shapefiles were obtained for 2012 from the California Department of Transportation. TIGER shapefiles were used to join these datasets to county and zip code level polygons for spatial analysis and display within a geographic information system (ArcGIS version 10.3, Esri Redlands, California).

In order to create a traffic density map, a new variable called Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT) was created by calculating the average between the AADT and Back AADT variables (used to quantify the one-way traffic counts for a road segment). AADT therefore represents the overall average annual daily traffic count for each road segment. From this variable the point density tool in ArcGIS was used to rasterize the data. The result is the traffic density map displayed here which shows the high and low densities of average annual daily traffic across the Bay Area.

For health outcome mapping, Bay Area Myocardial infarction (MI) and Asthma excel data tables were cleaned and joined to TIGER county shapefiles. Using a choropleth map, counties were coded by quintiles based on their rates of either MI or asthma.

Results
Looking at the traffic density map, it is seen that the densest areas of average annual daily traffic spatially correlates well with areas of the Bay Area that have the most highways. Based on past research showing that traffic density correlates to air pollution levels, the assumption can be made that areas with higher densities of daily traffic have higher levels of air pollution. Looking at county MI rates, we see variability within counties overall. With the traffic density overlaid on top, there is a preliminary idea of why some counties may be in the higher quintiles of MI rates particularly when comparing Marin to Contra Costa and Alameda counties - the higher quintiles tend to have more traffic density and therefore air pollution exposure.

Asthma rates were spatially analyzed further at the zip code level using a choropleth map; zip codes were coded by quintiles based on rates of asthma. Both MI rates per county and Asthma rates per zip code were overlaid with the traffic density layer in order to assess the spatial relationship between areas of high traffic density and rates of MI and asthma.

The asthma maps further exemplify this relationship. From the county choropleth map for asthma rates, an initial understanding of the relationship between asthma rates and location of highways is seen. As the data becomes more granular, this spatial relationship becomes more pronounced. The darker colored zip code regions run along the roadway systems. The overlay of traffic density layer corroborates this pattern. Darker regions of traffic density coincide with the higher quintiles of asthma rates. This pattern is especially well characterized by the East Bay region of the map.

From this array of choropleth maps, a spatial relationship between asthma rates and traffic density can be seen. However, the statistical relationship is not verified here. For MI rates there seems to be variation by county overall.

Limitations
This analysis is a preliminary look at current publicly available data for MI and asthmatic events in the Bay Area of California - which has not yet been performed to date. These results further add to the literature demonstrating a spatial relationship between air pollution levels and specific health outcomes.

Unfortunately, due to restrictions on access to point data for MI and asthmatic events, hot spot analyses could not be conducted for identification of statistically significant areas that are at high risk for traffic related health outcomes. However, from the traffic density overlay maps, a better sense of which areas will most likely be highlighted through hot spot analysis can be grasped. Further analysis is necessary for deeper understanding of the relationships displayed here. Past research has documented a link between poor air quality exposure with the socioeconomic status of populations and specific ages i.e. children. This analysis looked at rates of asthma and MI for all ages rather than stratifying by age and did not delve into socioeconomic variables. Age stratification will help elucidate the impact of air pollution on health outcomes, especially for asthma, and socioeconomic variables should be explored in any future research on this topic.

From these preliminary results further hypotheses to test would be the statistical relationship of asthma rates or MI rates and traffic density at the census or block group levels as well as exploring socioeconomic variables.
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